Lehigh University Press represents a clear expression of faculty and institutional commitment to the advancement of scholarship. Press management rests with a Director, Katherine Crassons (English), and with an Editorial Board comprised of university faculty.

The Press is interested in all fine scholarship and has four series: Studies in Eighteenth-Century America and the Atlantic World; Studies in Christianity in China; Perspectives on Edgar Allan Poe; and New Directions in Africana Studies. By linking the name of the university to a list of exemplary work by scholars across the nation, the Press reinforces the value of excellence in scholarship for faculty, graduate, and undergraduate students alike. Recent publications by the Press have won national awards, including Patricia D’Antonio, Founding Friends: Families, Staff, and Patients at the Friends Asylum in Early Nineteenth-Century Philadelphia (2006: The American Journal of Nursing’s Book of the Year) and Sarah Fatherly, Gentlewomen and Learned Ladies: Women and Elite Formation in Eighteenth-Century Philadelphia (2010: The Philip S. Klein Prize for the best book on a topic that illuminates the history of Pennsylvania).

For more information, contact:

Lehigh University Press
Lehigh University, B040 Christmas-Saucon Hall
14 East Packer Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18015
Phone: 610-758-3933
Fax: 610-758-6331
Email: inlup@lehigh.edu
Website: https://lupress.cas2.lehigh.edu/